
Item UPC Code：6-81129 -06533-2

Item NO:906533

                                           IMPORTANT
1： This is a wood item which will weather naturally in the outdoor environment.  To prolong the life of your elevated garden

bed it is recommended to seal your wood before use.

2： Please note, you must use an ECO-SAFE sealer with no VOC’s.  These are normally found in whey or soy based sealers but

you will need to check with the manufacturer of the sealer to make sure they are eco-friendly.

3：Also, there are many modern exterior latex paint sealers without harmful chemicals that can leech into the soil.  Do not

use any sealers or paints with lead in them.

4：It is up to the user to make sure they are using an eco-friendly/eco-safe sealant.  You can search the internet for options.

The manufacturer will not be responsible for damage due to improper usage or weathering of wood which includes but is not

limited to rotting and warping of wood.

 Assembly Note:  Space boards to allow for expansion of the wood. As enviormental conditions change boards may shrink and expand. 

 

Elevated Gardening Bed 48"X34"W/Green House

Item UPC Code：6-81129 -06540-0
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Elevated Gardening Bed 36"X24" W/Green House

Item NO:906540
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Green House(ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS)

4PCS 4PCS 4PCS 4PCS 4PCS 2PCS 2PCS 1PCS 



E:Long Pieces-4.0"W(2PCS)

F:Long Pieces-2.3"W(2PCS)

G:Planter Base Pieces(1PC)

H:Notched Planter Base Pieces(2PCS)

K:Screws (4PC)

J:Black Liner(1PC)

D:Notched Long Pieces-4.0"W(2PCS)

C:Short Side Pieces-2.3"W(2PCS)

A:Corner Slotted Corner Pieces (4PCS)

Elevated Gardening Planter(ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS)
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I:End Caps(4PCS)

B:Short Side Pieces-4.0"W(4PCS)
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This garden bed does not have a pre-drilled drainage hole.  If you would like to

have more drainage, drilling a hole in the bottom of the garden bed is an option.

Carefully, team lift and turn the garden bed upside down making sure you are on

a flat and secure surface before drilling the hole.  The lining material is porous

so water will seep through the liner.  Make sure the liner is NOT in the garden

bed when you drill the hole.  Please also be aware of where the drill bit enters

and exits the garden bed.   DDI will not assume responsibility for defects or

damage due to the hole drilled in the garden bed.
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Elevated Gardening Bed W/Green House 

36"X24"(6-81129-06533-2) Or 48"X34"( 6-81129-06540-0) 




